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 “Our Town”
Members Reception

Opens Friday! Driftwood members are invited to
an after show reception and refreshment in the
lobby of the Playhouse. Meet the cast and
crew.

Our Town” runs from March 20 to April 4, 2009
at the Heritage Playhouse. This is Thornton
Wilder’s Pulitzer Prize winning portrait of small
town life in the early 20th Century. The play is
renowned for its simplicity, and its stark
portrayal of the morality of small town life.

“Thornton Wilder's masterpiece.... An immortal
tale of small town morality and a classic of soft
spoken theater."-NY Times

Ingrid Bilton is Director, and Bill Forst is
Producer.

An amazing cast has been assembled – with a
broad range of ages and backgrounds, yet most
of our actors come with a wealth of acting
experience.

Please help us to invite the crowds that this
cast and crew deserve. Spread the word,
and forward this newsletter to your friends.

Quilters
Audition Notice!

Auditions for this exciting summer production
have been set. Seven women are required,

ages 17 to 70.
Some singing competence will be required, and

coaching will be provided.

April 6 from noon til 4 pm, and April 7 from 7 pm
til 9 pm, at Heritage Playhouse

Call Suzanne Pemberton at 604-886-0692
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Quilters

August 14 to 23, 2009

Driftwood Players is preparing a production of
"Quilters" by Barbara Damashek and Molly
Newman, to run at Gibsons Heritage
Playhouse. The idea, of course, is to run it
during the Fibre Arts Festival, and we are
already coordinating with the Festival Board.
"Quilters" is a similar style of play to our "Ten
Lost Years" show in November of 2007, which
was acclaimed as one of the best theatre
productions ever to be produced in our
community.

QUILTERS combines music, dance, and
scenes of dramatic intensity in a tribute to the
courage and the spirit of our pioneer women.
 Critics have called QUILTERS a show “pieced
together with love and stitched with pride.”  The
original Broadway production earned six Tony
Award nominations, including Best Musical,
Best Book and Best Score.
In QUILTERS, an elderly woman gathers her
six daughters to piece together her “Legacy
Quilt”, made up of different patterns, or “blocks”
that symbolize events in their lives. The “Rocky
Road” block, for example, triggers a tale of
crossing the prairie in a Conestoga wagon.
 “Double Wedding Rings” celebrates the
courtship ritual, and “Log Cabin” depicts the
building of a home. Each of the sixteen blocks
is depicted in a small quilt, and in the show’s
finale, the 12’ x 12’  Legacy Quilt, incorporating
all the designs, is unfurled.

Story Theatre
Summertime Fun!

Wagon Tales (Driftwood’s Story Theatre troupe)
is gearing up again for another summer of fun. 
Last summer, lively performances captivated
audiences in Gibsons Landing, the Sechelt Arts
Festival in Hackett Park, Roberts Creek Daze
and the Rolling Arts Festival.  This year, the
plan is for more stories and more venues, with
more performers.  Rehearsals will begin May
16, preceded by workshops/auditions on May 2
and 9 – give us a call!  For more information,
contact Bob Hunt at r2hunt@gmail.com or 604-
740-0105 or Janet Hodgkinson at
kidsbooks@sunshine.net.

The Drawer Boy
November 6 to 15, 2009

In Michael Healey’s play, what begins as an
amusing portrayal of rural and urban culture-
clash, slowly peels away layers of forgotten
truths and lies, exposing hidden secrets of love
and tragedy.
Bob Hunt will be directing: 604-740-0105.
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